Taking the last step to a fully automated and
safer truck process with CAMCO LSTP and RBS TOPS

The Seayard terminal operates on average 800 trucks a day –
with peak traffic up to 100 trucks per hour. Supported by good
and intelligent automation between the GOS and the TOS,
Seayard has one of the lowest truck turnaround times in all of
France with less than 30 minutes on average for the complete
process.

Since day one, the CAMCO gate automation system and the
RBS TOPS Advanced system are fully integrated at Seayard and
enable automated terminal operations. The solid OCR and kiosk technology combined with the real-time TOS system have
proven to be an excellent and efficient combination for fast
and accurate processing of trucks and containers, at terminal
entry, exit and yard.

“Since the go-live, we’ve experienced a significant improvement in operational efficiency and safety at the transfer zone, and
have received positive feedback from truck
drivers regarding the usability of the LSTP
kiosks.”

FRÉDÉRIC PELLEGRIN,
Projects Director at Seayard

Project implementation: To complement its automated truck
gate process and further increase terminal operations, Seayard
has equipped its container interchange area with 28 LSTP kiosks.
These LandSide Transfer Point Kiosks assist truck drivers during
container transfer, providing a safe and efficient interchange
solution for straddle carrier operated and automated terminals.
The LSTP kiosks are designed and installed by CAMCO Technologies and fully integrated with the TOPS Terminal Operating System (TOS) from RBS (Real-time Business Solutions). Good teamwork was key to the successful project implementation. All parties, from Seayard IT and yard department to both suppliers,
worked closely together to achieve the project target.
How it works: At the automated gate process, the TOS assigns a
transfer point to the truck cycle and sends it to the CAMCO GOS.
The truck driver arrives at the interchange area and parks in a
free lane equipped with an LSTP kiosk. He registers his arrival by
swiping his Seayard pass at the kiosk. The visual interface guides
the driver through the (un)loading process. The TOS is automatically informed on the job and location, and a straddle carrier is
swiftly dispatched to the truck.
The system speeds up the container transfer process, enhances
straddle carrier efficiency and improves truck turnaround times.
As truck drivers initiate the container transfer process at the
transfer location itself – instead of at a remote booth – they no
longer run the risk of entering incorrect lane numbers leading to
inefficient straddle moves. By staying next to their trucks during
the container transfer, they keep safe and gain precious time.
The automatic interface to the RBS TOPS TOS helps dispatching
the work faster to the available equipment with a minimum of
manual intervention. In case of problems, the TOS still caters for
all the troubleshooting facilities.

Advantages for the Seayard terminal:



Increase safety at the terminal truck area significantly



More efficient handling of the overall truck process



Less manual interaction and trouble shooting from the terminal team



Fully automated truck process to decrease the truck turn-

“The new LSTP integrated with the TOS was the last
step in fully automating our gate processes and
helped a lot increasing efficiency, safety and
communication. The average truck handling times
make Seayard probably the best performing terminal
in France.”
Maelle Jouanjean-Galidie, the Park Manager

About CAMCO Technologies: CAMCO Technologies is the leading
technology company in innovative terminal automation solutions
and services. Camco contributes to the overall productivity,
performance and safety on container, intermodal and rail
terminals delivering high-end visual and micro-location based
Process Automation Solutions for truck, rail and crane.
About RBS: Real-time Business Solutions Pty. Ltd. (RBS) is a 1991
founded TOS supplier with over 25 terminals operating the TOPS
Advanced or TOPS Expert system globally. With the regional
office of RBS EMEA in Hamburg RBS services customers worldwide. With the latest TOS development “TOPS Expert” RBS
enables smaller terminals to run a full TOS solution with zero
upfront investment. The new TOPS Expert cloud enables small
terminals to integrate and optimize their operations.
About Seayard: Seayard FOS2XL is a new joint venture terminal
started in 2012 with Terminal Investment Limited (MSC Group)
50 %, APM Terminals (Maersk Group) 42 % and COSCO 8 % with a
capacity of 1 million TEU. With automation and integration of
processes, it is one of the most efficient terminals in the area
supplying customer oriented services.
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